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Cutting-Tool Path ‘Crdnddll and J. E. stovall, AT-1 (MS 817)—.
“-stionalLaboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
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feature of the controller. We find it more satis-
factory in general to cut metal only in the clock-
wise direction. This eliminates transverse back-
lash and requires compensation in only the vertical
direction. At the completion of one cutting pass
th~ tool moves away from the part and returnS
rapidly to the other side of the vane for another
clockwise cut.

Because the machining procedure is so repeti-
tive, the instructions governing the motion of the
mill are programmed into subroutines that are
loaded into the memory of the controller. There
are subroutines for clockwise and counterclockwise
passes for both the radial matching section and the
general case. Some additional coding is used to
determine whether a rough or final cut is desired.
The paper tape itself is considered to be the main
program but contains only work-surface coordinates
and subroutine calls, plus an occasional longitu-
dinal coordinate to allow the machinist to restart
in the middle of a vane if necessary.

From Desired Vane Shape to Cutter Path

The equation defining the circular port
the vane surface is

fs(x,y, z,) = (z- ZO)2+Y2-R2”0 ,

wnere Z. is the center of the circular tip

is its radius; both Z. and R are known fun

on of

and R

tions

of longitudinal position, x, The radius vector ~c,

specifying the center of a spherical cutter of
radius Rc, when the cutter is in contact with

the vane surface at ~s, is

:C ■ :5 + tic;, ,

where ~, is the unit vector norinal to the vane

surface> at $s, and is obtained by taking the

gradient of fs(x, y, z).

Fur eacn longitudinal position along the vane
surface at the mfdplane, (xs, 0, zS), one can

calculate the corresponding locatlon of the center
of the cutter (xc, O, Zc). Because we wish to

make the cuts at discrete longitudinal intervals,
separated by a constant value of Axc, we must

use an iterative procedure to determine the X5

corresponding to each xc. Having found xs,

then the radius cn’curvature R at the t)p is known,
and one can calculate the quantit.im:o and C
(refer to Fig. 1) required by the millfnr,machine.

Milling-Mach{neData

tiytaking advantag~ of its synsnetry,the vane-
tip shape con be uniquely described ‘or dny value
of x bv orilyfour parameters, two of whicl~(A and
B) are’constants. If the pro$rral,lcapability of the
milling-machine controller were powerful enouyh to
calculate the tangency points, then two parameters,
p and C, would be sufficient to describe each
lor,gitudinalCeoss sect!on, lhe 7-M controller

does not have this capability; however, it is suf-
ficient to specify C and the point of tangency
(Y,Z). Only three parameters are required, there-
fore, tr.describe each unique cross section to the
controller: Y, Z, and C. The data for a single
step requires only 3.7 in. of paper tape.

The data punched on tape are for the finished
surface. When the part is actually cut, the to~l
path is calculated by the controller based on the
surface coordinates and on the radius of the cut-
ter. During the rough cut, typically 10 roilsof
excess material is left uniformly on the surface
by entering into the tool compensation register a
tool radius 10 roilslarger than the dctual radius.
This excess material is removed during the finish
cut. lf the sur~ace is given a 2 mil copper
plating, then an additional Z roils is removed by
entering into the register a tool :ize 2 roils
smaller than the actual radius.

From the Cutter Path to the Actual iane Shape

The above procedure ensures the finished
vane’s having the correct zs and R at all points

along the midplane. But, because of the finite
cutter size, the actual cross sections of the vane
tip will deviate slightly from the desired circles.
However, knowing the comp?ete cutting-tool path,
it is possible to calculate the resultant vane
shape,

The coordinates of the tool’s center are known
for the entire vane, The 10CUS of points swept out
by the center of the cutting tool can be thought
of as defining a surface, which we will call the
cutter surface. Unless the cutter tool is too
large, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
points on the cutter surface and points on the
resultant vane surface

+
rs = ;C - Rc~c ,

where ~c is the unit vector normal to the cutter

surface.

Choosing Size of Tool and Longitudinal Step

Some compromises are necessary in choosing the
cutter size and the step size, The cutter should
be as large as possible so that a good surface
finish can be achieved with & large step size.
This means reduced time and cost for machining a
vane. On the other hand, a cutter that is too
lar e will distort the surface or gouge cut mate-

!ria . The radius of the cutter must be less than
the minimum radius of curvature of the “valleys”
along the vane tip. However, the vaneo usually
have more curvature at the side, and it is not
clear where one should set the limit,

Cutting Tool

Using the generalized software written for the
milling machine, RFQ vanes could be machined with
either a ball end mill or a circular cutter havin
radiused teeth and mounted on a right-angle too?
holder, Experience has shown that end mills in
this application have some limitations. Even c6r-
bide tools tend to wear out during the finish cut,



leaving at least an esthetically unpleasing
surface. This effect is different on either side
of the part because in one case the tool is climb
cutting, whereas on the other it is cutting con-
ventionally. ln addition, cutting speed is slow
because of the limited ability of the tool to cut
well near its tip, A circular cutter would have
substantially longer life, higher cutting speed,
and should produce a better surface finish. This
technique has not been tested to date, because most
of our development has been aimed at 440-MHz struc-
tures where the vanes are small, relative to a
riqht-dnole tool holder, and interference with
holding fixtures has been a problem.

Practical Experience—

To date, vane tips h~ve been machin,’d for
four different projects at three different fre-
quencies: 80, 200, and 440 MHz, Each wane tip has
been machined using ball end mills in copper,
steel, or aluminum. The paper-tape capacity of the
mac?,ineis only about 800 ft. or the equivalent of
1.3 m worth of vane assuming a cut were made every
0.5 m, In some cases, multiple tapes were
required. Machining tolerances have been held
within fO.0015 in. over a length of 1.3 m, Pri-
marily, errors have been caused by tool wear and
misjudgments in repositioning the part when its
length exceeded the stroke of the bed. The surface
finish is determined by tool size and step size.
On vanes that are to be electroplated, the surface
finish has been totally satisfactory. We h~ve
experienced no catastrophic errors from tape
errors, progrmniny, or Procedural errors, We feel
that vane tips could be prodllccd in industrial
shops ~!quippedwith this ty~? of milling machine.
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